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7.

History of Product ldentification
Mass-distribution started in Western Europe in the middle of the 50ies and was
defined by pre-packed products, branded goods, advertising - all under the
leadership of the manufacturers - while retail contributed by self-service/ supermarkets, increasing product ranges and bigger stores. ln the end of the 60ies the
control of the items became a problem : product identification via bar-codes was
tested by pioneers I ike Doderer/Augsbu rg/Germany, M igros/Switzerland and
Ahotd/Netherlands. lt was the proposal of Albert Heijn (Ahold) in the beginning of
the 70ies to merge the national test-systems to start on a joint European level with a
standardized European Article Numbering System (EAN}.
ln Germany the retail-institute's workshop (at that time RGH/now EHI) was outsourced and becam e in L974 a national 50/50 joint venture with the Association of
the Branded Goods Manufacturers. The task was reflected in the name of the
company : ,,Centrale für Coorganisation GmbH (CCG)". Other countries in Europe
also created EAN-organizations - each country with ist own national flavour - but
connected via a kind of franchise coordinated by a headquarter in Brussels/Belgium.
Similar developments happened in the United States, which created the Uniform
Code Council (UCC) with the Universal Product Code (UPC). Similar efforts started in
Japan.

While the first tests mainly started at the sheives in the supermarkets - the real rollout was the connection with scanners at the cash-zone. Nevertheless it took about 25
years from the pilot installations up to a national full-scale penetration. But it was
beside the system of self-service the second root of organized modern retail - seen
as a benchmark also for the developing countries and uptill the fall of the wall
between East and West. Within that evolution process the key-words mass data collection, data mining, consumer-basket-analysis, Efficient Consumer Response (ECR)
branded the state of the art of retail distribution.
ln 2005 due to the ongoing globalization the international suppliers and retailers
supported the harmonization of the American/European and other national bar-code
institutions towards a Global Standard (GS 1) worldwide - and insofar also CCG Germany was renamed to GS L Germany - like the Austrians are now GS 1 Austria.

ln 2018 GS t has 111 member organizations comprizing 1.300 000 member companies and can offer services within 150 countries. The GS 1 standards create a
common foundation for business among supply networks by uniquely identifying,
accurately capturing and automatically sharing vital information about products,
locations, assets and more.
2.

The Bar-Code
The bar-code having started in Europe in L974 as EAN due to the change to GS L now
since 2009 is renamed to GlobalTrade ltem Number (GTIN). But the bar-code system
is still the same and consists out of 8 or alternatively of 1.3 sections :
tn the example of the GTIN 13 the first three bars identify the country of the
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-

producer like 400 - 440 for Germany
The next bars are the name of the producer
Next the article is identified
And finally a mathematical cross-check secures the code.

The bar-codes are handed out by the national GS 1 organizations
as non-profit institutions.

- which all operate

Historically the first innovation of barcodes is the chip-technology. The advantages
are to be able to store many more data into a chip than onto a barcode - and the
possibility to read the data from a bigger distance. The second innovation is the QRcode by which consumers can intertwine their smartphone Apps to be able to read
additional information beyond the normal barcode or to order electronically for
example products been seen at shelves or at posters.

3.

loT for Agriculture
For the Agro-Sector the identification with GS l" standards play an important role

together with the lnternet of Things (loT) . An EPCIS - (Electronic Product Consumer
lnformation) System for sharing product information across supply chains helps small
farming entrepreneurs as well as big agro-companies to become state of the art
today and being already connected with future perspectives jointly developed by the
big standard providers and their global partners. The loT is transformational to
systems, devices, techno-logies and applications across the involved industry and
around the world.
The loT is driven by the following facts :
- an expectation by businesses and consumers that allthings will be,,connected",
- increasing technological capabilities combined with lower cost of microcontroller
and communications technologies,
- the explosion of cloud-based data gathering, processing and sharing platforms.

Within that context GS 1 is playing the role of the Global Language between the involved partners; GS 1 connects the physical and digitalworlds. The identification of
objects, assets, locations, etc. and automatic data capture are powered by GS 1 barcodes and EPC/RFID. Those standards for data-sharing enable interoperable, trusted
and transparant data that are foundationalto unleashing loT capabilities.
The cooperation with GS 1 is an enabler for the agro-entrepreneurs :
the Global Language of GS L provides the agro-sector with an access beyond the
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own sector
local/national farmers get globally -recognized numbers in an international trade
world where tracing/tracking of products is essentialfor listing by global players
of wholesale/retail
- beside those basics also other informations of potential relevance for processors,
retailers and consumers like rearing, antibiotics, specialtreatment, animal
welfare and other aspects can be added for the Total Supply Chain from farm to
fork.
Last but not least is the cooperation also decreasing costs for own developments as
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well as for all partners which otherwise would have to deal with a chaos of individual
solutions.
One of the future technologies being potentially used from farm to fork is the QRCode. ln Germany the kick-off between the agro-sector and the distribution
using QR-codes started in 2011with an anti-crisis action for pork. After a dioxinscandal the task was to create ,,trust" by revealing the local source of the raw
material for meat-products. The discounter Aldi South together with its supplier
Toennies as a cutting-house and several producers of ,,meat-brands" placed on
their packages QR-codes which can be read by the consumers'smartphones.
The smartphones guide the customer towards an App coordinated under the
Label ,,f-trace" ( F standing for the German word Fleisch -,,meat") - where for
the raw-material the local source of the animal , the locations of slaughtering,
cutting and processing can be found.

